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ATM STRADDLE PRICE 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 
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FUND POSITION__________________________ 

Notes (vol, skew, daily activity): 

 

 

 

 

MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 

 

 200 DAY ____________ 

 

Notable Trades: 

Corn 5/4/2020 - 5/8/2020

Lower

314 342 3/4
308

386

323

331

M

N

Z

320 13 1/2 27.25%

320 24 1/4 26%

340 47 1/4 24%

-189k COT (-29k w/w)

5/4 N340/330p 7 3/4¢ 1100x
Z250p 2¢ 3600x
Z250p 2 1/8¢ 1300x

Z380/N360c 12¢ 600x
M335c 1 1/8¢ 1000x
M315 st 13 1/2¢ 420x

M300p 1 3/8¢ 1000x
M300p 1 1/2¢ 1000x

N360/M310p 
     37 1/2¢ - 38 1/4¢ 4800x

5/6

5/7

5/8

Corn finshed the week up 3/4¢ with vol also fractionally higher. 

Largely a nothing week for Corn as we saw a couple of slow trading days. Corn continued to battle a 
quick planting pace, low enegery prices and demand. It saw some releif in news that oil prices did 
climb this week (although still very low) and sales to China were good with rumors of more purchases 
to come. 

Corn has found some good support near the $3 level. The price could certainly trade lower, but we 
would need to see more bearish news/sustained good conditions to push it that way. 

It has been surprising that volatility has manged to stay in the mid to high 20's. It could be that we are 
waiting on Tuesday's WASDE before sellingoff, it could be that something larger is brewing. The feeling 
that we are going to sit in this low $3 range doesn't match with the volatility level. Somehting is off so 
procede with caution with whatever strategies you decide to implement. 
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Wheat 5/4/2020 - 5/8/2020

Lower

505 3/4

494 1/4

533 1/4

529

529

540

M

U

520 23 1/4 28.75%

520 42 3/4N 28.25%

530 76 3/4 24.75%

+6k COT (-11k w/w)

5/4 N500/470p 10 3/8¢ 500x

Wheat finished the week up 5 1/2¢ with vol unchanged. 

Sentiment has changed on the Wheat contract as the consensus opinion has turned negative. Prices
have fallen from the high $5 range but has managed to find some respite this week as the market 
has (temporarially) stabilized. 

Volatility has remained elevated in the high 20's which is a little unusal. We saw a lot less intraday 
activity, and barring anything jarring Tuesday, we would expet to see volatility drop in the Wheat. Still,
this product is a such a wildcard that it shouldn't command as low of a vol as either corn or beans 
right now. 

The fairly sizable drop in fund position reflects this change in sentiment. We would look for continued 
call purchases to be a sign that the funds will continues to recude their position and possibly flip to 
short. Given the high level of volatility, there are a lot of reasons they wouldn't necessarially want the 
long call short futures play from this area, so take everything with a grain of salt. 
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Soybeans 5/4/2020 - 5/8/2020

Breaking the lower trend??

830

818 1/2

863

821

860

877

N

Q

X

850 41 1/4 16.5%

850 56 1/4 18%

860 69 1/4U 18.75%
860 82 17.5%

+9k COT ( +3k w/w)

5/4 N840/830p 5¢ 500x
X660p 2 1/8¢ 500x
X860/900c 1x2 v 844 1/4 d.21
     -11¢ 900x

M830p 2 3/8¢ 1000x
U920/940c 2 3/4¢ 1000x
U860c v840 d.38 26 1/8¢ 800x
N820/H21 780p 5 1/4¢ 500x

U1100c 2 3/8¢ 3000x

M880c 2¢ 1000x
M780p 3/4¢ 500x
M790p 1 1/8¢ 500x

Beans were unchanged for the we week with volatility up slightly. 

Managed futures were a bigger net buyer for the week than the report shows. The second half of the 
week, funds were in buying futures and that will be reflected on the report out at the end of this week. 

That end of week rally was triggered by rumos of re-opening talks with China. The tension over virus 
"blaming" and what, if any, sanctions or retaliation could take place puts the trade deal firmly in the 
crosshairs. China seems intent on fulfilling their purchase obligation, but a lot is still yet to be seen. China
would need to buy an additional 7-9MMT of US old crop to avoid an increase in carryout. 

This week we look forward to a WASDE report Tuesday. We could see dramatic movement to the 
upside or downside as there is some variability here. If we don't find something bullish in this number, 
its going to be very hard to put together a bull case for the rest of the year. While volatility isn't high, 
we would expect to see it dip on anything not bullish. 




